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Diary date
Annual General Meeting
Notice is hereby given of the 2019 AGM of the
ACT Herpetological Association Inc. to be held at
the Belconnen Soccer Club,
Cnr Belconnen Way & Springvale Dr, Hawker,
in conjunction with our meeting on
Tuesday, 15 October 2019, at 7.30pm.

Agenda
Minutes of the AGM held 16 Oct 2018,
President's Report, Treasurer's Report.
Nominations are called for President, Vice-President,
Secretary, Treasurer, Newsletter Editor, Webmaster,
Public Officer, Excursion Officer, Conservation
Officer and supporting Committee members.
Nominations may be sent to ACTHA by email to
info@actha.org.au or post to our NEW PO Box 440
Jamison ACT 2614.
Nominations will be accepted at the meeting.

The b i-monthly meetings of the Association are usually
held on the third Tuesday of the month
at 7.30pm. Our usual venue is:

Belconnen Soccer Club, Hawker
(cnr Belconnen Way & Springvale Drive)

Upcoming meeting:

Tuesday, 15 October 2019
Annual General Meeting
Want to get more involved with ACTHA?
Do you have some ideas for excursions and field trips for
our membership? Are you breathlessly waiting to
contribute your ideas for our next Snakes Alive!
Exhibition in January 2020??
Then please come along and offer your help and ideas!
We need fresh and enthusiastic Committee members, who
meet just before our bi-monthly meetings, which is not
onerous. (NB Student reps eagerly sought!)

Our Guest Speaker:
Carlos Pavon Vazquez, PhD student, Keogh Group,
ANU, will be giving a presentation on varanid
morphology work being undertaken:

In this issue
ACTHA Reptile Keepers Club, Sept '19 mtg,
ACT Licensing presentation, from page 2.

The Australian & International Scene
Deep breath: this sea snake gathers oxygen through
its forehead, page 4.
Early snake season sparks concerns over antivenom
treatment, page 5.
Lace monitors - the good, the bad, page 7.

"The family Varanidae, whose members are
commonly known as monitor lizards, contains
around 80 species distributed in Africa, Asia, and
Oceania. The most famous varanids are giant and
powerful predators, such as the Komodo dragon,
perentie, lace monitor, and the extinct megalania.
However, the family displays an outstanding variety
in size and shape, with its members exhibiting
unique adaptations to their environment. In this talk
we will show how different growth patterns have
promoted monitor lizard morphological
diversification, present evidence for past
hybridization in a group of giant monitors, and
reveal the unrecognized diversity in a pair of
charismatic Australian species (the Black-headed
Monitor and the Ridge-tailed Monitor)."

ACTHA Reptile Keepers Club - 17 September 2019 meeting
17 ACTHA members of all ages came along to hear Craig and Edana give an overview of their roles within the
ACT Government's Licensing and Compliance Section, specifically in regard to the keeping of native fauna as pets.
The following overview is by Margaret Ning.

Licensing and Compliance Overview
Everyone mingled at the start of the meeting and helped themselves to pizza before settling down to hear
what Craig and Edana had to say. The club had invited them along to give us an overview of what their
jobs entail, how it affects ACTHA members, and to also respond to any questions from the floor.
Craig explained that the Licensing Section is a very small group of only three individuals who are
responsible for a lot of things and who try to respond to everything in a timely way.
Their responsibilities include the following:


leading investigations within the department, taking compliance actions, initiating law enforcement;



airport fruit fly management;



issuing scientific licences, including for university research, with applications being given to experts
to assess. Any trap in a reserve has to be licensed;



issuing licences to commercial businesses like the Canberra Reptile Zoo;



issuing licenses for keeping of animals, as well as the import and export of animals over Australian
borders.

Sometimes the audience was more interested in, or at least distracted by, non-reptile duties like the fruit
fly management and probed for further details. Now that Canberra Airport is an international airport,
there are hives and traps to be monitored, with any discoveries being sent away to the Department of
Agriculture for identification.
Why licence animals?
To help combat poaching. There is a serious international wildlife trade as some Australian reptiles fetch
huge prices overseas. There was discussion as to why this was the case, and the limited breeding
numbers of some species was blamed. Craig even suggested there was anecdotal evidence that some
people were moving out of the drug trade to trading in wildlife as there were fewer risks and often larger
returns. Craig labelled it an incredibly cruel trade and illustrated his point with some very sad examples.
Looking at licensing stats, a total of 908 active licenses were issued in 2018-19, up from 714 in 2017-18.
(This included to keep, import, export, etc.) This was a good illustration of how a very small team gets
through a lot!
The licensing section fits into the government hierarchy under the Conservator of Flora and Fauna,
currently Ian Walker in Dickson.
Licensing Section assesses people’s suitability to be granted a licence. Criteria can range from a character
assessment to planned enclosure size. They aim to process applications as quickly as possible, essentially
within two to three working days. Technically Licensing has up to 28 days to approve applications, and if
they need to get back to an applicant asking for further details, the 28 day period begins again. The
audience agreed that their licensing applications have been turned around as quickly as Licensing is
aiming to do.
The overriding aim of the section is to protect, conserve and enhance the ACT’s biodiversity. They aim to
keep fees as low as possible so that animal holders remain within the system. Prices only go up by CPI
increases.
Licensing uses all the tools available to them in order to keep on top of things. For example, they monitor
Gum Tree advertising and get alerts from responsible members of the public. When purchasing animals,
scams do exist, so purchasers should be on the look out for such situations.
When assessing enclosure size, they wants to see the size is adequate, and also that it is increasing from
one Licensing period to the next. A three year licensing period, rather than the old five year period helps
this as they can better monitor enclosure size and see they are getting bigger. Enclosure size has to enable
’normal’ animal behaviour.
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(ACTHA Reptile Keepers Club, cont'd...)
Licence holders are requested to keep a record of ‘births, deaths and marriages’, so to speak, and Craig
told us that the saddest part of their job is hearing of deaths of animals that have been kept for a long
time.

How ACTHA members can help Licensing:


give advance notice of importing and exporting;



with licence renewal, a reminder is sent three months prior to expiry, with follow ups, so keeping
licences up-to-date is easier than it has ever been. The three year period is working very well, and
is a lot more manageable;



sellers should include ’sellers licence number’ on any advertising;



there are on-line application forms which are an improvement over the past.

Craig asked for comments as to how the Licensing system is working.
A query from the floor asked whether the policy of having to own an exempt animal for two years
prior to owning a snake still applied. Basically yes it does.
Craig asked for ACTHA members to please give feedback to them, as to any changes that could be
made for it to be easier to comply with the licensing conditions. What could be done? With regard to
illegal activity, the public reports heaps to them, Licensing sees ads on Gumtree, but a final little bit of
information may be the clincher for ‘putting someone away’ or otherwise stopping them acting
illegally in the future. Reports can be made anonymously.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Q - Jason asked if a sellers’ licence was required for selling exempt species?

A - No.

That question led into a discussion of the issue of Eastern (EBD) and Central Bearded Dragons (CBD)
possibly being mislabelled previously. Licensing Section would like to be told.
Q - Peter asked if there was any talk on changing of the rules regarding licensing, as it is not possible
to breed enough EBDs for the local demand.
A - Craig said that the problem is if the CBDs escape or otherwise find themselves in the wild, and
then breed.
Craig said that ACT Exempt Animal list was recently amended, but it didn’t affect the reptile species
on it. The guidelines would need to be changed for other changes to be made.
Peter commented that he thinks there is less of a black market than there used to be, presumably
because legal animals are more readily available. Peter also shared other anecdotes with Craig and
Edana, which could hopefully be used to feed into future changes. Craig invited Peter to submit a note
to Licensing on one of the topics that was discussed.
Q - Ali asked a question re seized animals.
A - Craig described how seized animals were often in awful condition, and many had viruses. They
are always quarantined, for obvious reasons, and that was also when illnesses often became apparent.
Some are rehoused.
Q - Brian asked whether any red-eared sliders had been detected in the local area lately?
A - None have been found in the wild for years.
There was then further discussion on the different types of amazing technoloy that is being developed
to detect pest animals in waterways.
So question time covered policy queries as well as more specific issues. It was an opportunity for
everyone to discuss areas where things may not be working perfectly, although it seemed to me that
there were always good reasons why things are done a particular way, and that a reasonably large
seismic shift would need to happen before some policy changes could ever happen.
ACT Licensing and Compliance contact details are:
Email - pcs.licensingandcompliance@act.gov.au Phone - 02 6207 6376

Web - https://www.environment.act.gov.au/parks-conservation/plants-and-animals/animal_licensing
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The Australian & International Scene
A mysterious hole in the skull

Deep breath: this sea snake gathers
oxygen through its forehead

Just when we thought we had uncovered all the
strange things sea snakes do, we discovered
something new. As we report today in the
journal Royal Society Open Science, the
annulated sea snake Hydrophis
cyanocinctus effectively has a set of gills on its
forehead.

By Alessandro Palci, Flinders University and Kate
Sanders, University of Adelaide, The Conversation,
4 September 2019
Only fish have gills, right? Wrong.
Meet Hydrophis cyanocinctus, a snake that
can breathe through the top of its own head.

The first sign of something unusual was an odd
hole (in anatomical terms, a “foramen”, the
Latin word for “hole”) in the roof of this
species’ skull.

The 3m species, which is native to Australian
and Asian coastal waters, can draw in oxygen
with the help of a unique set of blood vessels
below the skin in its snout and forehead.

This hole is reminiscent of the “pineal foramen”
found in several lizard species, which contains a
tiny light-sensitive organ called the pineal eye.
Could sea snakes also have a pineal eye?

The network of blood vessels works very
similarly to a fish’s gills, and represents a newly
discovered addition to the extraordinary range
of adaptations that sea snakes use to thrive
below the waves.

No trace of such a foramen has ever been found
in a modern snake. In fact, snakes are thought
to have lost the pineal foramen at least 100
million years ago, which is the age of the oldest
reasonably complete fossil snakes.

In evolutionary terms, sea snakes are relative
newcomers to aquatic life, having evolved from
land-based snakes only about 16 million years
ago. This is much more recent than marine
mammals such as whales and dugongs, which
arose around 50 million years ago.

However, because some sea snakes have lightsensitive organs in their tails, we couldn’t rule
out the possibility of a light-sensitive organ
reappearing in its ancestral position in the skull
– snakes did evolve from lizards, after all.

The roughly 60 known species of sea snakes
have nevertheless developed an
impressive array of adaptations to marine life.
These include salt glands under the tongue,
nostrils that face upwards and can be sealed by
valves, paddle-like tails to facilitate swimming,
and the ability to absorb oxygen and eliminate
carbon dioxide through their skin.

Not an eye, but a lung
We decided to investigate this unexpected
foramen in H. cyanocinctus more closely. We
obtained some live specimens from Vietnam,
where sea snakes are commonly sold as food in
fish markets, and generated images of the soft
tissues around the foramen using a combination
of traditional and computer-assisted methods.

Some sea snakes have even evolved light
sensors on the tips of their tails, possibly as a
way to avoid having them nibbled off by
predators when partially hidden in crevices.

Above: Head of the annulated sea snake (Hydrophis
cyanocinctus) and its blood vessels (highlighted after
digitally removing muscles and skin).
Alessandro Palci, Author provided

Above: An Arabian Gulf sea snake (Hydrophis
lapemoides) in its natural environment.
Keith DP Wilson/flickr
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(The Australian & International Scene, cont'd...)

These images revealed that this snake does not
have a pineal eye. What actually goes through
the mysterious hole in its skull is a large blood
vessel (sometimes paired). This blood vessel
then travels forward and branches into a
complex network of veins and sinuses
immediately under the skin of the forehead and
snout.

Early snake season sparks concerns
over antivenom treatment
By Samantha Dick and Cait Kelly, The New Daily,
10 September 2019

We then examined other snakes, both terrestrial
and marine, using the same methods, and
realised that this network of blood vessels in H.
cyanocinctus is unique.
While a network of blood vessels is expected to
be present under the skin of all snakes, what is
special about H. cyanocinctus is the greatly
exaggerated size of the blood vessels and the
fact that they converge towards a single large
vein that goes into the brain.
Gills on top of the head
Above: Last year snake bites claimed the lives of six
Australians. Photo: Getty

This strange network of blood vessels makes
sense when we consider that sea snakes can
breathe through their skin. This happens thanks
to arteries containing much lower oxygen
concentrations than the surrounding seawater,
which allows oxygen to diffuse through the
skin and into the blood.

The early arrival of snake season this year has
left some medical authorities concerned we
aren’t treating potentially fatal bites properly.
With a heat spike in many states heralding
an early snake season, we should expect to see
more snake bites, Australian Reptile Park
supervisor Jake Meney said.

However, these low oxygen levels in arterial
blood can cause problems, because the brain
may not get the oxygen it needs. The dense
network of veins on the forehead and snout of
these sea snakes helps solve this problem by
picking up oxygen from seawater and
redistributing it to the brain while swimming
underwater.

“If they are moving around, people will
encounter them and we could see an increase in
bites this year.” Mr Meney told The New Daily.
Each year thousands of people are treated for a
snake bite, though only a hundred of those will
be serious, Mr Meney said.

If you think that sounds similar to what fish do
with their gills, you’re absolutely right. H.
cyanocinctus has managed to evolve a
respiratory system that works in much the same
way as gills, despite the vast evolutionary
distance between these two groups of species.
Truly, these snakes are indeed creatures of the
sea.

“It’s probably between 1500 and 2000, but each
of those isn’t necessarily a dangerous
bite, because each year 300 people receive antivenom,” he said.
So far this year there has been just one snakerelated death, to an unknown species in
Western Australia. Last year was unusually
high, with six people dying after being bitten by
a snake.
Anti-venom doses questioned
Two Victorian coronial investigations
into recent deaths related to tiger snake
bites raised serious questions over exactly how
much antivenom doctors should administer to
snake bite victims.
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(The Australian & International Scene, cont'd...)

For years the standard medical advice has
been to follow the recommendations supplied
by the antivenom manufacturer as well as those
of the local poison’s information centre.

A patient described by investigators only as
Mrs Z, a 70-year-old woman from Melton in
Victoria, was treated with three vials of
antivenom in 2015 after being bitten three times
on the ankle while sleeping in her bed. She died
just 24 hours after the attack.

Some of these recommendations involved more
than one vial. The emphasis was to administer
as much as needed. Recently a new policy has
been adopted to only use one vial of
antivenom to neutralise all the venom a person
received in a bite.

“What we say is you need to look at the
circumstances of the bite and make a judgement
from that on the amount of antivenom to
administer,” Mr Mirtschin said.
Antivenom must also be administered without
delay. Snake bite is like a house fire, the sooner
you put the fire out, the less damage. It’s the
same with snake bite treatment with antivenom.
Varied symptoms
Professional snake catcher Stuart McKenzie,
owner of Sunshine Coast Snake Catchers 24/7,
said the symptoms from a snake bite varied
from species to species.
“Typical snake bite symptoms include swelling,
pain, redness and bruising in the initial area,”
Mr McKenzie said.

Brown snake bites are deadly if not treated
properly. Photo: Getty

“Some people lose feeling in their face, lose
their eyesight and sometimes their heart rate
goes up and they start feeling dizzy.”

This is now being disputed, by a growing
number of clinicians and experts with three
recent scientific papers questioning it,
Peter Mirtschin, one of the authors of in a recent
paper in the Medical Journal of Australia,
saying that in serious cases, people should be
given more.

Mr McKenzie said some venoms were
coagulant and caused blood clots, while other
venoms were anti-coagulant, preventing blood
clots and causing internal bleeding.
Other venoms can be neurotoxic, which causes
paralysis or weakness in the limbs. “It all
depends on which species of snake,” he said.

Generally, one-vial will be adequate,
Mr Mirtschin told The New Daily.

“For example, the toxicity of the venom in
eastern brown snakes, considered the second
most toxic in the world, can cause kidney
failure, muscle weakness, respiratory failure
and basic paralysis.”

The late Professor Struan Sutherland believes
that 15 per cent of cases will be serious, so the
suggestion is the remaining 85 per cent
will treatable with one vial.

Following that, he said clinicians should treat
the bites on a case-by-case basis.

He said first aid should be administered and
ambulance called straight away in the event of a
snake bite.

“In essence, snakes don’t all give the same
amount of venom,” Mirtschin said.

“If you’re 95 per cent sure you were bitten by a
(non-venomous) carpet python, you should still
call an ambulance,” he said.

“Some snakes will deliver up to 10 times the
average yield.”
Mr Mirtschin said people are likely to receive
high venom loads in a bite when snakes are
large, if they hang on, have to be forcibly
removed or bite more than once.

“If you’re wrong then that could be your life
over.”

“Some of these issues were involved in the two
cases mentioned in the coronial enquires,” he
said.
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(The Australian & International Scene, cont'd...)

significant leg and arm injuries after the
incident at Flametree, near Airlie Beach on
Thursday afternoon.

Springtime brings out the...
By Matthew Higgins, 4 Sept 2019
…Lace Monitors. "We had our first goanna
sighting on the Black Range block today; the
monitor was high up in the huge dead
Angophora which those of you who have been
to the block will recall. We had earlier seen a
Kestrel flying toward that tree with nesting

"The man suffered a very serious laceration and
possible fracture of his right forearm as well as
severe bleeding from his leg wound. He was in
considerable pain."

The rescue service described the attack as "a
horrific and freak ordeal".
The couple's dog, a long-haired Jack Russell
cross named Lily, was seriously injured.
"I would imagine it could have the potential for
some significant, even life-threatening, injuries
due to the nature of the animal," Mr Tucker
said.
"Apparently the family dog went chasing this
goanna and they got into an altercation and the
gentlemen has tried to save his dog.
"His partner was also on the scene and was
trying to separate the dog from the goanna as
well, and she also sustained some minor
injuries to her foot."
Mr Tucker said the man suffered significant
blood loss, mainly from scratches.

material in its talons and were excited to think
Kestrels might be nesting in a hollow
there. Now we rather hope the birds choose
another tree as the Lacey will make short work
of any eggs laid…

"I believe they are quite an aggressive animal.
Any wild animal that is cornered is going to
protect itself.

Meanwhile mother wombat was snoozing at the
entrance to one of her burrows, head on
paws. We also observed from the block a whale
breach off Wallagoot. As Richie Benaud or
another TV cricket commentator used to say,
‘It’s all happening!’."

"Definitely out of the ordinary. Sounds like he's
quite lucky, however, to have sustained the
injuries that he has and still be in a stable
condition."

Goanna attacks elderly couple
ABC News, 16 August 2019
An elderly man has been badly injured trying to
break up a fight between his dog and a goanna
in north Queensland.
The 72-year-old man underwent surgery after
being bitten by the goanna while his wife was
treated for her injuries at the Proserpine
Hospital.

Above: A goanna attacked an elderly couple in north
Queensland. (ABC News: Shelley Lloyd)

CQ Rescue said the man was flown to the
Mackay Base Hospital overnight with
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ACTHA 2019 - 2020 Membership Renewal
Now over due
$20 family/individual m'ship, $10 university student m'ship
[ $15 'Herpetofauna' ]
Membership year runs from 1 July 2019 to 30 June 2020.
Payment can be made at our next meeting,
OR, preferably, a direct debit to:
ACTHA BSB 112-908, A/c 486822880
OR by cheque to ACTHA,
PO BOX 440, Jamison Centre, ACT 2614.
Most importantly, please don’t forget to provide your name so we
can identify you on the bank statement.

Your Committee for 2018 - 2019
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Newsletter Editor
Webmaster
Public Officer
Excursion Officer
Conservation Officer
Committee Members

Youth Representative

Jason Spurr
Ric Longmore*
Dennis Dyer
Margaret Ning
Mandy Conway
Angus Kennedy
John Wombey *
Joe McAuliffe
Scott Keogh
Iris Carter
Greg Flowers
Roy Chamberlain
Peter Child
Liam Thornton

Annual General Meeting
Notice is hereby given of the 2019 AGM of the
ACT Herpetological Association Inc. to be held at
the Belconnen Soccer Club,
Cnr Belconnen Way & Springvale Dr, Hawker,
in conjunction with our meeting on
Tuesday, 15 October 2019, at 7.30pm.

* Denotes Life Members

Agenda
Minutes of the AGM held 16 Oct 2018,
President's Report, Treasurer's Report.
Nominations are called for President, Vice-President,
Secretary, Treasurer, Newsletter Editor, Webmaster,
Public Officer, Excursion Officer, Conservation
Officer and supporting Committee members.
Nominations may be sent to ACTHA by email to
info@actha.org.au or post to our NEW PO Box 440
Jamison ACT 2614.
Nominations will be accepted at the meeting.
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